
 

2018 Sidewalk Guy 

Chief Judge: Darin Koehler 
(Apprentice Event) 

 

Mean Time: 15 Minutes 

 

Drop Dead Time: 20 Minutes 

 

Event Summary: 

The Apprentice will install a new guy wire and sidewalk guy bracket on a partially framed 40’ pole. After 

installing the equipment, the guy will be placed under tension and when completed, judged for proper 

installation. The Apprentice shall return the pole back to normal before exiting the event. 

 

Event Specification: 

1. See General Rules 

2. The Apprentice will be given a five minute time to ask questions and lay out material. No 

material may be assembled during the five minute question time. NOTE: Workers shall not wear 

their climbers while working on the ground. (Section 507.3-f 15th Ed of the APPA safety manual)   

3. Event timing begins when the judge signals the Apprentice to begin.  

4. All material shall be pulled up the pole using your hand line.  

5. The Apprentice shall climb the pole, pull up the guy wire and attach it to the existing Guy Hook 

assemble using a pre-form. 

6. The pole plate will be existing on the pole, all the Apprentice has to do is insert the pipe and 

tighten the set screw. (The sidewalk guy assembly pipe must be level within two inches) 

7. The guy assembly will then be placed under tension using a chain or cable hoist. (A strap hoist is 

not an approved tool for making up down guys).  

8. The sidewalk guy is complete when all tools have been removed. 

9. Time stops when the Apprentice has completed the event and calls for time to stop. 

10. Judging will continue until all materials and tools are packed up and the event site is restored to 

its original condition. All material must be lowered to the ground using the hand line. 

Materials Provided 

• 3/8” guy wire 

• Guy Hook assembly, MFG  part # ______________ 

• 3/8” guy pre-form, MFG   part # ______________ 

• Sidewalk guy pole plate, MFG   part # ______________ 

• Fitting end strut, MFG    part # ______________ 

• Guy assemble pipe    part # ______________ 

 

 


